
Hi (name) ,this is (your full name), I am the agent assigned to help you with your
request for the state regulated final expense policy that you wanted more
information on & to see if  you can qualify for it. Do you remember giving the
Color/hobby _____ as the code to reassure you that you're talking to the right
person.

I show you are wanting this final expense policy for $$$$ and _______ to be the

beneficiary.

I am able to get quotes with 25 of the top insurance carriers. So basically that means

I do all the shopping for you and get you the best rate possible.

Before we get into pricing I do have a few more questions to make sure we find the

perfect policy that both fits your budget and your needs.

Once we get these questions out of the way I can start the quoting process and get

your application completed today.

*Go into needs analysis

*Rebuttals

* I don’t have any money today:

“That’s ok! A few of our carriers have the option of a 30 day free look period. So if

we find a policy you like but you need to wait until a specific date to start it we can.”

*Ill have to talk to so and so

“I completely understand but let’s get this locked in today and make sure you are

approved before you do. Because if we can’t get you approved there’s no reason for

you to have that conversation with them. We will take advantage of the 30day free

look period as well so we can post date the first payment which gives you the

opportunity to talk to family if you are approved.”



*Thats too expensive

“I completely understand. The good thing is though we can adjust it in $1000

increments until we hit the amount that you can afford.”

*I already have coverage.

“That’s great! Do you know if it’s whole life or term? Do you happen to know if it’s

immediate coverage or do you have a 2 year waiting period? What about living

benefits? The policies we offer all have amazing living benefits.”


